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Abstract. Kimura's disease (KD), a chronic inflammatory 
disease of uncertain etiology, manifests as a painless subcu-
taneous swelling in the head and neck region that involves 
major salivary glands and regional lymph nodes. To date, the 
majority of cases of KD have been documented in Asian males 
aged 20-30 years. However, the number of reported cases of 
KD involving the oral and maxillofacial area is limited, and 
since the masses appear similar to cysts or benign tumors, 
the establishment of an accurate pre‑operative diagnosis is 
challenging. The accurate diagnosis of KD is considered 
to require surgical excision followed by histopathological 
examination. In the current case, a 39‑year‑old man was 
admitted to hospital in October 2011 with a swelling evident 
on his right cheek. Surgical excision was performed, and 
histopathological observation was carried out. The formation 
of a lymphoid nodule accompanied by the vigorous prolif-
eration of small blood vessels, eosinophilic infiltration and 
thickened cell walls were observed. No sign of recurrence of 
the mass has yet been observed, on the basis of the telephone 
follow‑up interviews. These findings provide a novel insight 
useful in the diagnosis of KD in the oral and maxillofacial 
area. 

Introduction

Kimura's disease (KD), a chronic inflammatory disease char-
acterized by slowly growing subcutaneous nodules and benign 
reactive lymphoid proliferation in the face and neck region is 
predominantly observed in young Asian men (1). It is consid-
ered to be a benign disease involving subcutaneous tissues, 
major salivary glands and lymph nodes in the area of head 
and neck (2). Although numerous researchers have conducted 
investigations into the etiology of KD (3‑5), reports concerning 
the underlying etiology of KD in oral and maxillofacial areas 

are limited (6). Until recently, the underlying cause of KD was 
unknown (7) In addition, the diagnosis of KD prior to surgery 
has proven challenging, since a clinical examination alone 
may not give an accurate diagnosis (8). In the present study, 
a case of KD affecting the oral and maxillofacial areas was 
evaluated and the corresponding pathogenesis was reported.

Case report

The patient in the present case was an otherwise healthy 
39‑year‑old man. The patient was admitted to the Shanghai 
East Hospital Affiliated with Tongji University (Shanghai, 
China) in October 2011 with an obvious swelling on his 
right cheek (Fig. 1A). The patient had a 2‑year history of 
non‑painful swelling of the right‑side cheek without addi-
tional symptoms. Three weeks prior to presentation, the 
patient sought medical attention and self‑treated with an 
anti‑bacterial agent administered orally (the name and dose 
of the drug are unknown). After a 3‑week treatment, the mass 
only minimally responded to over‑the‑counter medication 
and no improvement in the patient's condition was exhibited. 
Therefore, the patient was referred to our hospital for further 
evaluation and treatment. According to the investigation 
conducted at the hospital, there was no history of recent febrile 
illness, pharyngitis, cough, rash or diarrhea and the patient 
had never received blood or blood products. Furthermore, the 
patient was not addicted to smoking or drinking. As a public 
servant, he had no occupational exposures and lived with his 
wife and daughter.

According to the results of a physical examination, the 
patient was in a healthy condition with a body temperature 
of 36.8˚C, blood pressure of 127/85 mmHg and heart rate of 
80 beats per minute. The swelling, located in the subcutaneous 
tissue, was firm and non‑tender with ill‑defined margins 
and measured ~7x5 cm2. The lesion was clearly observed 
to be both intra‑ and extra‑oral without attachment to the 
right mandible. No signs of inflammation were identified in 
the stretched adjoining oral mucosa and overlying skin. The 
parotid salivary ducts were detected to be normal and the 
enlarged lymph nodes were identified as inconspicuous swell-
ings in the submandibular or upper cervical regions. Surgical 
excision was performed and the formation of a lymphoid 
nodule was discovered surrounding the fibers between the 
endoplasm. Microscopic observation with hematoxylin and 
eosin staining revealed eosinophilic infiltration accompanied 
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by the intense proliferation of small blood vessels and eosino-
phils and thickened cell walls (Fig. 1B‑D). In addition, the fat 
and fibrous tissues exhibited spotty lymphocytic infiltration 
(Fig. 1E). These histopathological features provide an insight 
into KD in the oral and maxillofacial areas, which may serve 
as a reference in its diagnosis.

A follow‑up interview by telephone was carried out once 
a year after this patient left the hospital and 3 years later, the 
patient reported no recurrence of the mass or subjective symp-
toms. Informed consent was obtained from the patient for the 
publication of this report.

Discussion

KD presents as a benign tumor‑like lesion or cyst, which may be 
removed by a surgical procedure (9). The diagnosis of KD can 
be based on characteristic findings following surgical excision 
in conjunction with peripheral eosinophilia and elevated serum 
immunoglobulin E (IgE) levels (10). In a review of several 
cases, no clear conclusions were made regarding the cause of 
KD (11), and computed tomography and magnetic resonance 
imaging examinations exhibited no specific intensity or signal 
changes (10). Clinically, KD is typically diagnosed by oral 
and maxillofacial surgeons when a patient has suffered from 
a long history of a mass with blood eosinophilia and increased 
serum IgE levels, and presents with single or multiple painless 
subcutaneous masses (12). In addition, the confirmation of the 

characteristic distribution morphology with lymphadenopathy, 
in combination with the clinical features and laboratory exami-
nation, enables a confident preoperative diagnosis of KD (13). 
Despite various efforts to establish a definitive treatment for KD, 
none has yet been identified. The usual methods of treatment 
include observation, drug administration (14,15), immu-
nosuppressive therapy including tacrolimus (FK‑506) (16), 
radiotherapy (17,18), surgical excision (19) and photodynamic 
therapy (20). Among them, surgical excision is considered the 
most effective as it provides not only a treatment for AD, but 
also a sample for histopathological investigations in order to 
facilitate an accurate diagnosis (19).

Although nonspecific, the results of histopathological 
analyses are considered able to eliminate the occurrence 
of malignancies in the differential diagnosis of KD (19). 
Typically, a histopathological examination is performed before 
a definitive diagnosis is made (21). In the present case, a histo-
pathological examination of the diseased tissue was conducted 
in order to investigate the potential diagnosis of KD affecting 
the oral and maxillofacial areas. The examination revealed 
vigorous proliferation of vasculature and lymphocytic infiltra-
tion enriched with eosinophils, which may be considered as 
the gold standard for KD diagnosis.

The recurrence of disease is affected by various factors, 
including disease duration time, lesion diameter, blood eosino-
phil count, well‑defined lesion boundaries, serum IgE levels 
and single or multiple lesions (22). In the current case, a single 

Figure 1. (A) Physical observation of the patient prior to surgery. Microscopic observation of the resected specimen revealed (B) the formation of lymphoid 
nodules and the proliferation of small blood vessels within the lymphoid nodules (magnification, x200), (C) the proliferation of eosinophils (magnification, 
x400), (D) the lymphoid nodules surrounding the fibers between the endoplasm and additional eosinophil infiltration (magnification, x200), and (E) fat and 
fibrous tissues exhibiting spotty lymphocytic infiltration (magnification, x100). Hematoxylin and eosin staining. 
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ill‑defined lesion was exhibited, which was >5 cm in diam-
eter. However, no sign of recurrence of the mass has yet been 
observed on the basis of the telephone follow‑up interviews, 
although a measurement of possible recurrence (i.e. a patho-
logical examination) should be performed in order to further 
address the prognosis of the patient.
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